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A Simplified View of 
Space Time Evolution of Heavy Ion Collisions
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• QGP is formed in less than 1 fm/c after 
the collision of two nuclei

• QGP behaves as near-perfect hydro 
• Transition from QGP phase to Hadron 

phase is “cross-over” around T = TC

• Soon after the transition (or even during 
the cross-over transition), yield of 
hadrons is fixed (at T = Tch; chemical 
freezeout = cease of inelastic scattering)

• Evolution ends at Tkin (kinetic freezeout
= cease of elastic scattering)



Hadron Yields and Chemical Freezeout

• Hypothesis of “Chemical Freezeout” works rather well to describe hadron 
yields in heavy ion collisions over wide colliding energies.

• TCH is very close to TC at RHIC and LHC
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NA ≈ gAV(πTCHmA/2)3/2 exp[(AμB−mA)/TCH]
Heinz & Kestin; Eur.Phys.J.ST 155:75-87,2008

6 Will be inserted by the editor

3.3 How to resolve the controversy: RHIC precision data

Is this more than a philosophical difference of opinions? We think so – this controversy can be
resolved unambiguously [33]. To better explain our argument let us first cast a more detailed
look at the recent precision data collected at RHIC. Figure 3 shows the results from thermal
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Fig. 3. Left: Abundance ratios of stable hadrons from central 200AGeV Au+Au collisions at RHIC
[14]. The inset shows the centrality dependence of the strangeness saturation factor γs. Right: Centrality
dependence (with centrality measured by charged hadron rapidity density dNch/dη) of (a) the thermal
freeze-out temperature Tkin≡Ttherm (open triangles), the chemical freeze-out temperature Tchem (open
circles), and the square root of the transverse areal density of pions (dNπ/dη)/S (solid stars), and (b)
the average transverse flow velocity 〈β〉≡〈v⊥〉 (solid triangles), for the same collision system [18].

model fits to hadron yield ratios and transverse momentum spectra from Au+Au collisions at√
s = 200AGeV. The final hadron abundances from central collisions can be described by a

hadron resonance gas in a state of approximate chemical equilibrium at Tchem = 163± 4MeV,
µB = 24± 4MeV, and a strangeness saturation factor γs = 0.99± 0.07 [14]. The quality of the
statistical model fit is impressive. The STAR collaboration also studied the dependence of the
fit parameters on the collision centrality and found that neither the temperature Tchem nor the
baryon chemical potential µB depend appreciably on the impact parameter [18] [32]; only the
strangeness suppression factor exhibits centrality dependence, beginning at impact parameters
> 8 − 9 fm, and drops to values around 0.55 in the most peripheral Au+Au collisions [14].
The centrality independence of Tchem (open circles in the middle panel of Fig. 3) is in stark
contrast to the behavior observed in the same experiment for the kinetic (thermal) decoupling
temperature Tkin≡Ttherm, which is extracted together with a value for the average radial flow
velocity 〈β〉 of the fireball at thermal freeze-out from the shape of the transverse momentum
spectra of identified pions, kaons and (anti-)protons [18]: Thie right two panels in Fig. 3 show
that Tkin increases significantly with increasing impact parameter, from Tkin = 89± 12MeV in
the most central to Tkin = 127±13MeV in the most peripheral collisions, while at the same time
the average radial flow decreases from 〈β〉 = 0.59±0.05 in the most central to 〈β〉 = 0.24±0.08
in the most peripheral Au+Au collisions. This last observation demonstrates a strong centrality
dependence of the fireball expansion dynamics.

Returning to the controversy between Camps I and II described in the preceding subsection,
we note that Camp II has to cope with an intrinsic tension between two observations: The high
quality of the thermal model fit to the observed hadron yields at RHIC requires sufficient time
for inelastic reactions to establish a good chemical equilibrium, whereas the proximity of the
fitted chemical freeze-out temperature Tchem to the critical temperature Tc of the quark-hadron
phase transition from lattice QCD, together with the rapid cooling of the fireball by collective
expansion, don’t provide much of a time window for these processes to play out. In essence, to
make the kinetic chemical equilibration scenario work one needs very large scattering rates right
near Tc which then drop to negligible values just below Tc. [This would be easier to understand



Kinetic Freezeout Hypothesis
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Figure 9: Resulting fit contours (1�) for the kinetic freeze-out temperature Tkin and average transverse expansion velocity
h�Ti for di↵erent centrality bins measured in Pb–Pb collisions at LHC energy compared with the results of Au–Au
collisions at RHIC. Figure from [6].

ties. For this an approach using relativistic hydrodynamics including viscosity plus a detailed
treatment of resonance decays is needed. They nevertheless o↵er an economical way to study
systematically the evolution of particle spectra with only three parameters. Additionally, they
are often used to extrapolate measured particle spectra towards unmeasured pT-regions, namely
towards low and high transverse momenta.

Equation 1 shows that the presence of transverse flow e↵ectively leads to a characteristic
modification of the spectral shape [37]. The collective flow increases the particle energies pro-
portional to their rest mass mi. Thus the spectrum at low momenta (pT ⌧ mi) can be described
with a correspondingly higher e↵ective temperature Te↵ . One directly obtains the expected scal-
ing Te↵ ⇡ Tkin +

1
2 mih�si2 in the non-relativistic limit [47]. Another advantage of the blast-wave

fits is given by the fact that the parameters resulting from a blast wave analysis determine a
unique flow field which can then be used to estimate spectral shapes for other, not yet measured
particles i with a given mass mi.

Since the expansion for non-zero impact parameter collisions is generally anisotropic in az-
imuthal direction due to the almond shape of the overlap zone, see Fig. 10, one usually writes
down the transverse momentum spectrum as a function of the azimuthal angle � and expands the
spectrum in form of a Fourier series as

1
pT

d3N
dpTdyd�

=
1

2⇡pT

d2N
dpTdy

8>><
>>:1 + 2

1X

n=1

vn(pT,y) cos[n(� �  R)]

9>>=
>>; , (2)

where the Fourier coe�cients in the sum are called flow coe�cients vn [49, 50, 51].
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ALICE Col: PRC.88 (2013) 044910. 

• Hypothesis of “Kinetic Freezeout” works reasonably well 
• Blast-Wave fit (with Tkin = 100 – 150 MeV) can describe simultaneously 

the momentum spectra of p, K, p, (L, X, W)
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LIGHT NUCLEI AND HYPERNUCLEI
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Hypothesis of “Chemical ad Kinetic Freezeout” 
seems to work well for loosely-bound Nuclei

• Simultaneous blast-wave fit to 
p, K, p, d, t, 3He and 4He 
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Figure 11: Thermal model description of the production yields (rapidity density) of di↵erent particle species in heavy-
ion collisions at the LHC for a chemical freeze-out temperature of 156.5 MeV (from [58]).

mass energy, bridging data from the SPS to RHIC to the LHC. Assuming thermal production
of deuterons according to the particles mass and spin reproduces the data very well, implying
that the statistical hadronisation model is a useful tool to estimate production yields also for
loosely-bound states as developed in [20, 19, 21]. The application of the parameterization of
the energy-dependence of Tchem and µB [11, 32] within the framework of the statistical hadro-
nisation model leads to an impressive description of all hadron production data. In fact, yields
for the production of loosely-bound states at LHC energy were successfully predicted in [21]
before data taking. This shows that the production of nuclei is quantitatively well reproduced
within the framework of the statistical hadronisation model, implying that the same parameters
(Tchem, µB,V) governing light hadron production yields also determine the production of light
composite objects, with only the particle mass and quantum numbers and not structural parame-
ters such as binding energy or radius as input.

Another way to look at the deuteron-proton ratio is displayed in Figure 13 extracted from the
thermal model [32]. In this Figure, the d/p ratio is shown as function of the entropy per unit of
rapidity in the collision. As naively expected, increasing the entropy leads first to a precipitous
drop of the ratio, as the entropy/baryon scales / � ln (d/p), [59, 60]. Above

p
sNN ⇡ 20 GeV the

chemical freeze-out temperature saturates at around 160 MeV, implying that the entropy density
stays constant. The main entropy increase is then due to the volume expansion of the fireball at
freeze-out, implying that the d/p ratio approaches a constant value of ⇡ 3 · 10�3.

No detailed microscopic description for the production of loosely-bound objects exists to-
date. The results for deuteron production and, in fact, for the production of other loosely-bound
states, see below, could be connected with the assumption that the total entropy is conserved
after chemical freeze-out at each collision energy (

p
sNN). This would imply a very dilute phase

directly after chemical freeze-out. We will discuss another possibility, especially keeping in mind
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Why Thermal Model works for Loosely Bound Nuclei?
Understanding this will be relevant to study exotics 
which might have “molecular structure”
Plausible assumption: Particle yields are fixed à Total 
entropy is conserved after chemical freezeout state
Explanation?
• Intuitive explanation: A very dilute phase is realized 

directly after chemical freezeout stage
• Recent proposal: An isentropic expansion in partial 

chemical equilibrium (PCE) at T < Tch
– mesons play a similar role as the photons in the early 

universe, which drive the entropy conservation during the 
expansion. 
• Xu, Rapp, Eur. Phys. J. A55 (2019) no.5, 68; 
• Vovchenko et al, arXiv:1903.10024; 
• Oliinychenko, Pang, Elfner, Koch, PRC 99 (2019) 044907
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Deuteron yield
DO, Pang, Elfner, Koch, PRC99 (2019) no.4, 044907
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that also very extended objects such as the hyper-triton need to be considered.

4.3. Coalescence model
A di↵erent approach for the production of composite objects such as deuterons and light

nuclei in nuclear and hadronic collisions is the coalescence model. It was first established for
the description of data collected at the proton synchrotron at CERN, when for the first time a 25
GeV proton beam was used to study particle production in collisions with a variety of di↵erent
targets [16]. In view of the surprisingly large cross sections observed for deuteron production
in p-nucleus collisions a mechanism was proposed [61, 62], in which deuterons are formed by
protons and neutrons which are close in phase-space. This picture was further developed to
describe the yields of clusters in heavy-ion collisions at di↵erent energies. The first time it was
used in heavy-ion collisions was at the Bevalac at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory starting in the
70s [63, 64, 65, 60, 66, 67]. It was further used as the model applied to data obtained at the
Alternate Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) where several
di↵erent experiments (E802/E866, E814, E864, E877, E878) have results on the production of
light nuclei [68, 69, 70]. Furthermore, at the CERN SPS it was used for the interpretation of
heavy-ion data at three di↵erent experiments (NA44, NA49, NA52) [71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77,
78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83]. The model was also successfully applied to describe the yields of nuclei
at RHIC [84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90].

In the following, we briefly summarise important aspects of this approach. An empirical
coalescence model based on the above pioneering publications was developed for the analysis

16



How about Short-lived Hadrons?
With respect to study exotics, understanding systematics 
of the yield of unstable hadrons as well as stable particles 
are important
• K*(892)0, f and L(1520) in Pb+Pb collisions

– K*(892)0 (τ~3.9 fm/c): K*/K- yield ratio (PRC 91, 024609 (2015))
– f(1020) (τ~46.5 fm/c): f/K- yield ratio
– L(1520) (τ~12.6 fm/c): L(1520)/L yield ratio (PRC 99, 024905 (2019))

• Yield ratio of short-lived hadrons, with lifetime comparable 
to or shorter than collision lifetime, changes with dNch/dh, 
while significant fraction survives

• Further works are needed to understand fully the 
production of (stable and unstable) hadrons and nuclei

2020/02/14 "Possible Studies with Heavy Ion Collisions"
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SUPPRESSION OF !(1520) RESONANCE … PHYSICAL REVIEW C 99, 024905 (2019)
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of the relevant hadronic cross sections in the transport phase.
These observations highlight the relevance of the hadronic
phase in the study of heavy-ion collisions and the importance
of a microscopic description of the late hadronic interactions.
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IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the first measurement of !(1520) produc-
tion in Pb-Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV at the LHC has

been presented. The spectral shapes and 〈pT〉 are consistent
with the hydrodynamic evolution picture that describes pions,
kaons, and protons, indicating that the !(1520) experiences
the same collective radial expansion, with a common trans-
verse velocity which increases with collision centrality. The
comparison of the 〈pT〉 results to EPOS3 predictions high-
lights the relevance of the hadronic phase in the study of
heavy-ion collisions and the importance of a microscopic de-
scription of the late hadronic interactions. The pT-integrated
ratio !(1520)/! is suppressed in central Pb-Pb collisions
with respect to peripheral Pb-Pb collisions (first such evidence
in heavy-ion collisions) and is lower than the value predicted
by statistical hadronisation models. The measurement adds
further support to the formation of a dense hadronic phase
in the latest stages of the evolution of the fireball created in
high-energy heavy-ion collisions, lasting long enough to cause
a significant reduction in the observable yield of short-lived
resonances.
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K∗(892)0 AND φ(1020) PRODUCTION IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 91, 024609 (2015)

TABLE II. The values of dN/dy, the K∗0/K− and φ/K− ratios, and 〈pT〉 are presented for different centrality intervals. In each entry the
first uncertainty is statistical. For dN/dy, the second uncertainty is the systematic uncertainty, not including the normalization uncertainty, and
the third uncertainty is the normalization uncertainty. For K∗0/K−, φ/K−, and 〈pT〉, the second uncertainty is the total systematic uncertainty.
The ratios are calculated using K− yields from [34].

K∗0

Centrality dN/dy K∗0/K− 〈pT〉 (GeV/c)

0–20% 16.6 ± 0.6 ± 2.5 ± 0.1 0.20 ± 0.01 ± 0.03 1.31 ± 0.04 ± 0.11
20–40% 9.0 ± 0.8 ± 1.1 ± 0.1 0.24 ± 0.02 ± 0.03 1.29 ± 0.04 ± 0.11
40–60% 3.9 ± 0.3 ± 0.4 ± 0.1 0.28 ± 0.02 ± 0.03 1.16 ± 0.04 ± 0.08
60–80% 1.13 ± 0.09 ± 0.11 ± 0.07 0.31 ± 0.02 ± 0.03 1.08 ± 0.03 ± 0.07

φ

Centrality dN/dy φ/K− 〈pT〉 (GeV/c)

0–5% 13.8 ± 0.5 ± 1.7 ± 0.1 0.127 ± 0.004 ± 0.014 1.31 ± 0.04 ± 0.06
5–10% 11.7 ± 0.4 ± 1.4 ± 0.1 0.130 ± 0.004 ± 0.014 1.34 ± 0.04 ± 0.06
10–20% 9.0 ± 0.2 ± 1.0 ± 0.1 0.134 ± 0.003 ± 0.013 1.34 ± 0.03 ± 0.04
20–30% 7.0 ± 0.1 ± 0.8 ± 0.1 0.152 ± 0.003 ± 0.015 1.29 ± 0.02 ± 0.03
30–40% 4.28 ± 0.09 ± 0.48 ± 0.09 0.144 ± 0.003 ± 0.014 1.25 ± 0.03 ± 0.03
40–50% 2.67 ± 0.05 ± 0.30 ± 0.06 0.148 ± 0.003 ± 0.014 1.22 ± 0.02 ± 0.05
50–60% 1.49 ± 0.03 ± 0.16 ± 0.05 0.145 ± 0.003 ± 0.014 1.20 ± 0.02 ± 0.04
60–70% 0.72 ± 0.02 ± 0.08 ± 0.04 0.140 ± 0.004 ± 0.013 1.17 ± 0.03 ± 0.05
70–80% 0.30 ± 0.01 ± 0.04 ± 0.02 0.133 ± 0.005 ± 0.015 1.12 ± 0.03 ± 0.03
80–90% 0.097 ± 0.004 ± 0.012+0.012

−0.008 0.113 ± 0.005 ± 0.014 1.14 ± 0.05 ± 0.06

Neither the mass nor the width of either resonance varies with
centrality and no evidence is seen for a modification of the mass
or width in Pb-Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV. The masses

and widths of these resonances have also been studied at lower
collision energies. No significant change in the mass or width
of the K∗0 meson is observed by the STAR Collaboration
in Au-Au and Cu-Cu collisions at

√
sNN = 62.4 GeV and√

sNN = 200 GeV [50]. The STAR Collaboration observes
that the measured mass and width of the φ meson deviate from
the values extracted from simulations at low pT (!1.5 GeV/c)
in pp, d-Au, and Au-Au collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV and

Au-Au collisions at
√

sNN = 62.4 GeV [51]. However, the
deviations do not appear to depend on the size of the collision
system and are likely due to detector effects that are not
properly reproduced in the simulations. No clear evidence is
observed for changes in the φ mass or width by the PHENIX
Collaboration in Au-Au collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV

[46], nor by the NA49 Collaboration in Pb-Pb collisions at√
sNN = 6–17 GeV [52].

C. Particle ratios and interactions in the hadronic phase

Table II gives the values of dN/dy, the pT-integrated
particle yields for |y| < 0.5, for the K∗0 and φ resonances
in different centrality intervals. This table also includes the
ratios of pT-integrated particle yields K∗0/K− and φ/K−,
which are calculated using the dN/dy values for K− from
[34]. These ratios are shown in Fig. 6 for Pb-Pb collisions at√

sNN = 2.76 TeV and pp collisions at
√

s = 7 TeV [54,55].
These ratios are presented as a function of (dNch/dη)1/3 (the
cube root of the charged-particle multiplicity density measured
at mid-rapidity) [31,53] for reasons discussed below. The
K∗0/K− ratio is observed to be lower in central Pb-Pb colli-

sions [larger values of (dNch/dη)1/3] than in pp and peripheral
Pb-Pb collisions. When the K∗0/K− ratio in central collisions
is divided by the K∗0/K− ratio in peripheral collisions the
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Ratios of pT-integrated particle yields
K∗0/K− and φ/K− as a function of (dNch/dη)1/3 [31,53] for Pb-Pb
collisions at

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV and pp collisions at

√
s = 7 TeV

[54,55]. The values of dNch/dη were measured at mid-rapidity. The
statistical uncertainties are shown as bars. The shaded boxes show
systematic uncertainties that are not correlated between centrality
intervals, while the open boxes show the total systematic uncertainties
including both correlated and uncorrelated sources. The values given
by a grand-canonical thermal model with a chemical freeze-out
temperature of 156 MeV are also shown [56].
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Hypertriton (and anti-hypertriton)
• Loosely bound state of Λ, p and n, with m = 2.991 

GeV/c2 and BΛ = 130 keV; with rms-radius = 10.6 fm
• >

?H yield is described by the thermal model

– >
?H → ?He + π-

– >
?H → d + p + π-

11

B. Dönigus, Nuclear Physics A 904–905 (2013) 547c–550c 
Phys. Lett. B 754 (2016) 360-372
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ALI−PREL−342050

05.11.2019 ESTHER	BARTSCH	|	UNI	FRANKFURT	|	(ANTI-)(HYPER-)NUCLEI	IN	PB-PB 22

• Latest	ALICE	measurement
(red) is	most	precise
determination	of	hypertriton
lifetime	so	far	

• Consistent	with	free	Λ lifetime
and	world	average

2018	high-statistics	data	set

Not	included	in	world	average

Lifetime of Hypertriton 3LH
• Determination of lifetime of 3LH has 

been made by the several groups 
using the heavy Ion collisions, 
providing shorter lifetime than free L
lifetime, though error bars were not 
small

• Recent ALICE measurement (red) is 
the most precise determination of 
hypertriton lifetime, with lifetime 
consistent with the free L lifetime
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Hypertriton lifetime

05.11.2019 ESTHER	BARTSCH	|	UNI	FRANKFURT	|	(ANTI-)(HYPER-)NUCLEI	IN	PB-PB 21

• Peak	clearly	visible	with	high	significance
• Signal	split	in	9	ct bins
• ct spectrum	of	(anti-)hypertriton with
statistical	and	systematic	uncertainties
and	exponential	fit
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DI-BARYON SEARCH
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Di-Baryon; a Type of Exotic Particle
• Deuteron = First and still a unique dibaryon so far confirmed
• H-particle: 6-quark state (uuddss = L+L or X+N) 

– Predicted by Jaffe ('77)) 
– Suggested to be a resonance by the experiment (Yoon+ ('07)) 
– Could be a bound state of Ξ+N (by HAL QCD ('16)) 

• Di-Baryon search and studies of baryon-baryon interaction using Heavy Ion 
collisions in the extended space of flavor SU(3); that is, ΛN, ΣN, ΛΛ, ΞN ..., is 
getting very popular
– Pioneering works by STAR experiment at BNL RHIC
– LHC ALICE experiment is catching up very quickly

• Encouraging is that the baryon interactions can be calculated using the 
lattice QCD at almost physical point

2020/02/14 "Possible Studies with Heavy Ion Collisions"
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A. Ohnishi @ Hadron Spec. Cafe, Jan. 10, 2020, TITech 9 

How can we measure the radius of a star ?

Two photon intensity correlation
Hanbury Brown & Twiss, Nature 10 (1956), 1047.

Simultaneous two photon observation probability is enhanced
from independent emission cases
→ angular diameter of Sirius=6.3 msec

HBT telescope (from Goldhaber, ('91)) HBT ('56)

Recent data 
(Wikipedia)
5.936±0.016 msec

Methods in Heavy Ion Collisions
• Direct method: Construction of Invariant mass from the 

possible daughter particles
– Bound state
– Unbound resonance state with small decay width

• Two particle correlation （femtoscopy）
– Origin: HBT (Hanbury Brown and Twiss) Intensity Interferometry

• “A TEST OF A NEW TYPE OF STELLAR INTERFEROMETER ON 
SIRIUS”: Hanbury Brown & Twiss, Nature 10 (1956), 1047

• Angular diameter of Sirius = 6.3 msec
– Two particle correlation function provides the information of final 

state interaction of two particles at the kinetic freezeout stage
– Wide variety of combinations including unstable hadrons

2020/02/14 "Possible Studies with Heavy Ion Collisions"
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How can we measure the radius of a star ?

Two photon intensity correlation
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Simultaneous two photon observation probability is enhanced
from independent emission cases
→ angular diameter of Sirius=6.3 msec

HBT telescope (from Goldhaber, ('91)) HBT ('56)

Recent data 
(Wikipedia)
5.936±0.016 msec



Two Particle Correlation Function
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Correlation from FSI Lednicky+ 1982

8 Nov, 2017

Static/Spherical Source:

Asymptotic wave function:

Srel(r) ~

χQ(r) ~

R. Lednický,  VL Lyuboshitz; 
Sov. J. Nucl. Phys. 35 (1982) 
770−778
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Multi-strange baryons
17Phys. Lett. B 728 (2014) 216-227

http://alice-publications.web.cern.ch/node/604
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Pb+ Pb at 𝑆HH = 2.76 𝑇𝑒𝑉

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269313009544
http://alice-publications.web.cern.ch/node/604


Phys. Lett. B797 (2019) 134822. 
LL Correlation in p+p & p+Pb Collisions
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Detailed study of the L–L interaction with femtoscopy in small systems ALICE Collaboration

To investigate the L–L interaction the source sizes are fixed to the above results and the L–L corre-201

lations from all three data sets are fitted simultaneously in order to extract the scattering parameters.202

The correlation functions show a slight non-flat behaviour at large k⇤, especially for the pp collisions at203 p
s = 13 TeV (right panel in Fig. 1). Thus the fit is performed by allowing a non-zero slope parameter b204

(see Eq. 5). The fit range is extended to k⇤ < 460 MeV/c in order to better constrain the linear baseline.205

Due to the small primary l parameters (see Table 1) the L–L correlation signal is quite weak and the206

fit shows a slight systematic enhancement compared to the expected Ctot(k⇤) due to quantum statistics207

only, suggestive of an attractive interaction. However, the current statistical uncertainties do not allow to208

extract the L–L scattering parameters from the fit. Therefore, an alternative approach to study the L–L209

interaction will be presented in the next section. Systematic uncertainties related to the L–L emission210

source may arise from several different effects, which are discussed in the rest of this section.211

Previous studies have revealed that the emission source can be elongated along some of the spatial di-212

rections and have a multiplicity or kT dependence [48, 49]. These effects were investigated using a213

toy Monte Carlo, in which C(k⇤) was computed, using CATS, by choosing different interaction poten-214

tials. The resulting correlation function could be modeled by an effective one-dimensional Gaussian, as215

assumed in the present analysis.216

Possible differences in the effective emitting sources of p–p and L–L pairs due to the strong decays217

of broad resonances has been evaluated via simulations and estimated to have at most a 5% effect on218

the effective source size r0. This has been taken into account by including an additional systematic219

uncertainty on the rL–L value extracted from the fit to the p–p correlation.220

4 Results221

In order to extract the L–L scattering parameters, the correlation functions measured in pp collisions at222 p
s =7, 13 TeV as well as

p
sNN = 5.02 TeV are fitted simultaneously. The right panel in Fig. 1 shows223

the L–L correlation function obtained in pp collisions at
p

s = 13 TeV together with the result from the224

fit.
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Fig. 2: L–L correlations measured in pp collisions at
p

s = 13 TeV (left panel) and p–Pb collisions at
p

sNN =

5.02 TeV (right panel) together with the functions computed by the different models [20]. The tested potentials
have been converted to correlation functions using CATS and the baseline has been refitted for each model. The
effects of momentum resolution and residuals are included in the theory curves.

225

Since the uncertainties of the scattering parameters are large, different model predictions are tested on226

the basis of their agreement with the measured correlation functions.227
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Fig. 3: Exclusion plot for the L–L scattering parameters obtained using the L–L correlations from pp collisions atp
s = 7 and 13 TeV as well as p–Pb collisions at

p
sNN = 5.02 TeV. The different colors represent the confidence

level of excluding a set of parameters, given in ns . The black hashed region is where the Lednický model pro-
duces an unphysical correlation. The two models denoted by colored stars are compatible with hypernuclei data,
while the red cross corresponds to the preliminary result of the lattice computation performed by the HAL QCD
collaboration. For details regarding the region at slightly negative f�1

0 and d0 < 4, compatible with a bound state,
refer to Fig. 4.

different markers and the phase space region in which the Lednický model produces an unphysical cor-275

relation is specified by the black hatched area. The STAR result is located in a region of phase space276

to which this analysis is not sensitive to. However, according to a re-analysis of the same data [20], the277

scattering length can be constrained to the value f�1
0 > 0.8 fm�1. This result can be tested within the278

current work, and Fig. 3 demonstrates that the ALICE data allow to extend those constrains. In particu-279

lar the region corresponding to a very attractive or a very weakly binding short-range interaction (small280

| f�1
0 | and small d0) is excluded by the data, while a weakly attractive potential (large f�1

0 ) is in a very281

good agreement with the experimental results obtained from this analysis. A L–L bound state would282

correspond to negative f�1
0 and small d0 values. The present data are compatible with such a scenario,283

but the available phase space is strongly constrained. The HKMYY [22], FG [21] and HAL QCD [52]284

values are of particular interest, as the first two models are tuned to describe the modern hypernuclei285

data, while the latter is the latest state-of-the-art lattice computation from the HAL QCD collaboration.286

The lattice results are preliminary and predict the scattering parameters f�1
0 = 1.45± 0.25 fm�1 and287

d0 = 5.16±0.82 fm [52]. All three models are compatible with the ALICE data, providing further sup-288

port for a slightly attractive L–L interaction potential.289

A possible bound state is investigated within the effective-range expansion by computing the correspond-290

ing binding energy from the relation [53, 54]291

BLL =
1

mLd2
0

✓
1�

q
1+2d0 f�1

0

◆2

. (6)

This relation is only valid for bound states, which are characterized by negative f�1
0 values. Further,292

the binding energy has to be a real number, thus the expression 1+ 2d0 f�1
0 has to be positive, which293

implies that at least one of the parameters f�1
0 or d0 has to be small in absolute value. With these294

restrictions Eq. 6 allows to transform the observables in the exclusion plot (Fig. 3) from ( f�1
0 ,d0) to295

(BLL,d0), considering only the parameter space compatible with a bound state. This is done in Fig. 4,296

where only the 1s confidence region is shown, as it corresponds to the uncertainty of BLL. The dark297

region marks the statistical uncertainty of the fit. However the systematic uncertainties related to the298

source sizes are not taken into account, neither any possible biases related to the fit procedure. Thus the299
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uncertainties related to the source sizes and fit ranges of the different data sets. The red star corresponds to the
parameters with the lowest c2.

computation of the exclusion plots (Figs. 3 and 4) was repeated 121 times, where in each re-iteration the300

source sizes related to the data sets were varied within the associated uncertainties, the fit ranges within301

k⇤ 2 {420,460,500} MeV/c and the bin widths of the experimental correlations were chosen as 12, 16302

and 20 MeV/c. The resulting fluctuations of the 1s confidence region are marked in Fig. 4 by the light303

region. The allowed binding energy, independent of d0, is BLL = 3.2+1.6
�2.4(stat)+0.8

�0.2(syst) MeV, where the304

central value corresponds to the lowest c2 and the errors are determined based on the lowest and highest305

allowed BLL values within the 1s confidence region.306

5 Summary307

In this Letter, new data on p–p and L–L correlations in pp collisions at
p

s = 13 TeV and p–Pb collisions308

at
p

sNN = 5.02 TeV are presented. Together with the results from a pioneering study on two-baryon309

correlations in pp at
p

s = 7 TeV, these data allow for a detailed study of the L–L interaction with310

unprecedented precision.311

Each data set has been analyzed separately by extracting the p–p and L–L correlation functions. The312

former are used to constrain the size of the source r0, which is assumed to be the same for p–p and313

L–L pairs. The L–L interaction is investigated by testing the combined compatibility of all data sets to314

different model predictions and scattering parameters. The ALICE data manifests a very good agreement315

with results from hypernuclei experiments and lattice calculations, both of which suggest a slightly316

attractive interaction potential. While the existence of a bound state cannot be excluded, the possible317

binding energy is restricted to BLL = 3.2+1.6
�2.4(stat)+0.8

�0.2(syst) MeV. The Run 3 of the LHC is expected318

to further increase the statistical significance of the L–L correlation function and allow to constrain the319

scattering parameters even more precisely in the future.320
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• Preceeding study by STAR collaboration
• Correlation function is very flat à Allowed region 

for scattering parameters, d0 and f0-1,is very large
• Possible bound state in the region at slightly 

negative f0-1 and d0 < 4



Search of LN and LL Bound State

• Invariant mass of plausible combinations of 
daughter particles
Λ𝑁 :  �̅� + 𝜋S 𝐻 ΛΛ : Λ + 𝑝 + 𝜋-

• Analysis was made by assuming long lived bound 
states with lifetime comparable to free L  à No hint 
of such states
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ALICE Coll.:Phys. Lett. B 752 (2016) 267-277

Search for weakly decaying dibaryon states ALICE Collaboration
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Fig. 2: Invariant mass distribution for dp+ for the Pb–Pb data corresponding to 19.3⇥ 106 central events. The
arrow indicates the sum of the mass of the constituents (Ln) of the assumed bound state. A signal for the bound
state is expected in the region below this sum. The dashed line represents an exponential fit outside the expected
signal region to estimate the background.

mass of the pair is reconstructed. Both particles are required to lie within a 3 standard deviations (s )
band of the expected Bethe-Bloch lines of the corresponding particles. To identify the secondary vertex
the two daughter tracks have to have a DCA smaller than 0.3 cm. Another condition is that the maximum
pointing angle is smaller than 0.045 rad (see description above). Deuterons are cleanly identified in the
rigidity region of 400 MeV/c to 1.75 GeV/c. To limit contamination from other particle species, the
dE/dx has to be above 110 units of the TPC signal, shown in Fig. 1.
The selection criteria are summarised in Table 1. The resulting invariant mass distribution, reflecting the
kinematic range of identified daughter tracks, is displayed in Fig. 2.

4.2 H-dibaryon

The search for the H-dibaryon is performed in the decay channel H ! Lpp�, with a mass lying in the
range 2.200GeV/c

2 < mH < 2.231GeV/c
2 (see Fig. 3 below). The analysis strategy for the H-dibaryon

is similar as for the Ln bound state described above, except that here a second V
0-type decay particle is

involved.
One V

0 candidate originating from the H-dibaryon decay vertex has to be identified as a L decaying into a
proton and a pion. In addition another V

0 decay pattern reconstructed from a proton and a pion is required
to be found at the decay vertex of the H-dibaryon. First the invariant mass of the L is reconstructed and
then the candidates in the invariant mass window of 1.111GeV/c

2 < mL < 1.120GeV/c
2 are combined

with the four-vectors of the proton and pion at the decay vertex. A 3s dE/dx cut in the TPC is used to
identify the protons and the pions for both the L candidate and the V

0 topology at the H-dibaryon decay
vertex.
To cope with the huge background caused by primary and secondary pions additional selection criteria
have to be applied. Each track is required to be at least 2 cm away from the primary vertex and the tracks
combined to a V

0 are required to have a minimum distance below 1 cm. The pointing angle is required
to be below 0.05 rad. All selection criteria are summarised in Table 2. The resulting invariant mass is
shown in Fig. 3. The shape of the invariant mass distribution is caused by the kinematic range of the
identified daughter tracks.

5
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Selection criterion Value

Track selection criteria
Tracks with kinks rejected
Number of clusters in TPC ncl > 80
Track quality c2/cluster < 5
Acceptance in pseudorapidity |h |< 0.9
Acceptance in rapidity |y|< 1
V

0 selection criteria
DCA V

0 daughters DCA < 1 cm
DCA positive V

0 daughter - H decay vertex DCA > 2 cm
DCA negative V

0 daughter - H decay vertex DCA > 2 cm
Kinematic selection criteria
DCA positive H daughter - Primary vertex DCA > 2 cm
DCA negative H daughter - Primary vertex DCA > 2 cm
DCA H daughters DCA < 1 cm
Pointing angle of H Q < 0.05 rad
PID cut for daughters ±3s (TPC)
L mass window ±3s

Table 2: Selection criteria used for LL (H-dibaryon) analysis.
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Fig. 3: Invariant mass distribution for Lpp� for the Pb–Pb data corresponding to 19.3⇥ 106 central events. The
left arrow indicates the sum of the masses of the constituents (LL) of the possible bound state. A signal for the
bound state is expected in the region below this sum. For the speculated resonant state a signal is expected between
the LL and the Xp (indicated by the right arrow) thresholds. The dashed line is an exponential fit to estimate the
background.

5 Systematics and absorption correction

Monte Carlo samples have been produced to estimate the efficiency for the detection of the Ln bound
state and the H-dibaryon. The kinematical distributions of the hypothetical bound states were generated
uniformly in rapidity y and in transverse momentum pT. In order to deal with the unknown lifetime,
different decay lengths are investigated, ranging from 4 cm up to 3 m. The lower limit is determined by
the secondary vertex finding efficiency and the upper limit by the requirement that there is a significant
probability for decays inside the TPC2 (the final acceptance⇥efficiency drops down to 1% for the Ln and

2For the H-dibaryon there is also a theoretical maximal decay length calculated for the investigated decay channel [45].

6

Search for weakly decaying dibaryon states ALICE Collaboration

include systematic uncertainties. For the Ln the absorption corrections are also considered in the figure,
which causes the upper limits to be shifted upwards.

The obtained upper limits can now be compared to model predictions. The rapidity densities dN/dy

from a thermal model prediction for a chemical freeze-out temperature of, for example, 156 MeV, are
dN/dy = 4.06⇥10�2 for the Ln bound state and dN/dy = 6.03⇥10�3 for the H-dibaryon [16]. These
values are indicated with the (blue) dashed lines in Fig. 4. For the investigated range of lifetimes the
upper limit of the Ln bound state is at least a factor 20 below this prediction. For the H-dibaryon the
upper limits depend more strongly on the lifetime since it has a different decay topology and all four
final state tracks have to be reconstructed. The upper limit is a factor of 20 below the thermal model
prediction for the lifetime of the free L and becomes less stringent at higher lifetimes since the detection
efficiency becomes small. For a lifetime of 10�8 s, corresponding to a decay length of 3 m, the difference
between model and upper limit reduces to a factor two.

In order to take the uncertainties in the branching ratio into account, we plot in Fig. 5 the products of the
upper limit of the rapidity density times the branching ratio together with several theory predictions [16,
30, 31, 50]. The curves are obtained using the value for the L-lifetime of Fig. 4.

The (red) arrows in the figures indicate the branching ratio from the theory predictions [44, 49]. The
obtained upper limits are a factor of more than 5 below all theory predictions for a branching ratio of at
least 5% for the Ln bound state and at least 20% for the H-dibaryon.

decay length (m)
-110 1

y
/d

Nd

-410

-310

-210

-110

nΛ

ALICE
Upper limits (99% CL, 0-10% central)Pb-Pb

 = 2.76 TeVNNs Thermal model prediction (156 MeV)

ΛDecay length of free 

Decay length (m)
-210×2 -110 -110×2 1 2 3

y
/d

Nd

-410

-310

-210

ΛΛ

Fig. 4: Upper limit of the rapidity density as function of the decay length shown for the Ln bound state in the
upper panel and for the H-dibaryon in the lower panel. Here a branching ratio of 64% was used for the H-dibaryon
and a branching ratio of 54% for the Ln bound state. The horizontal (dashed) lines indicate the expectation of the
thermal model with a temperature of 156 MeV. The vertical line shows the lifetime of the free L baryon.

7 Discussion

The limits obtained on the rapidity density of the investigated exotic compound objects are found to be
more than one order of magnitude below the expectations of particle production models, when using a
realistic branching ratio and a reasonable lifetime. It has to be noted that simultaneously, a clear signal
was observed for the very loosely bound hypertriton (binding energy < 150 keV) for which production
yields have been measured [9]. These yields along with those of nuclei A = 2,3,4 agree well with the
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How to detect H?
• Recent HAL-QCD suggests that H has XN 

configuration instead of LL, with mass slightly below 
XN or slightly unbound (arxiv 1912.08630)

• H may survive the violent space-time evolution 
– It is so, if H behaves similar to other short-lived particles
– it itself is an interesting question

• Need to change the criterion to accept the candidates 
which decay promptly at the primary collision point
– If unbound, it will strongly decay to XN
– If bound, then it will strongly decay to LL

• Caveat: Depending on the lifetime of the resonance 
and background situation, much larger statistics may 
be needed

2020/02/14 "Possible Studies with Heavy Ion Collisions"
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Ξ-p Correlation

• ALICE: pPb collisions at √sNN = 5.02 TeV & pp collisions at √s = 13 TeV
• Compared with HAL-QCD and ESC 16 (Potential by Nijmegen group)

– ESC 16 will be excluded
2020/02/14 "Possible Studies with Heavy Ion Collisions"
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First observation of the attractive interaction between proton and X baryons ALICE Collaboration

Figure 2 shows the X-nucleon strong interaction potential as a function of the pair separation distance r148

for the different combinations of isospin (I = 0, 1) and spin (S = 0, 1). The inset shows the correlation149

function computed with each component separately for a source radius of 1.4 fm. The different correla-150

tion functions obtained for the four I, S channels show the sensitivity to p–X� distances lower than 1.5151

fm. Nevertheless, such a precise test of the potential could be carried out only by improving the statistical152

uncertainties of the measurement by a factor 10, as it will be possible during the LHC Run 3.153

The genuine total p–X� correlation is obtained by computing the correlation function including the154

Coulomb and strong interaction for the four different states with CATS and then summing up the corre-155

lation functions with their specific statistical weights,156

Cp–X� =
1
8

CN–X (I = 0, S = 0)+
3
8

CN–X (I = 0, S = 1)

+
1
8

CN–X (I = 1, S = 0)+
3
8

CN–X (I = 1, S = 1).
(2)

The computation of the p–X� correlations is carried out by first fitting the normalization parameter a in157

the range 2 [250,600] MeV/c and then using the resulting Ctot(k⇤) correlation function to compare to158

experimental data.159

Systematic uncertainties of the predicted p–X� correlation function from Coulomb and Coulomb + strong160

interactions are evaluated by varying: i) the range where the normalization parameter a is estimated to161

[300,550] and [350,700] MeV/c , ii) the fit procedure by including the baseline Cnon-femto(k⇤) = (a+162

b · k⇤), iii) the l parameters by modifying the secondary contributions by 20% while keeping primary163

and secondary fractions constant, and iv) the radius r0 by decreasing it by 20% to account for possible164

variation of the p–X� source with respect to the p–p source due to the larger contribution of strong D165

decays to the latter .166

The comparison of the experimental p–X� data to the predicted correlation function including only the167

Coulomb potential and the Coulomb + strong potential in Fig. 1 shows that the latter is favored. The fact168

that the experimental p–X� correlation lays above the Coulomb fit means that the total interaction is more169

attractive than the assumption of a Coulomb-only interaction. The exclusion of this scenario is quantified170

by computing the p-value of the data-fit comparison considering for the experimental data the statistical171

errors and only the systematic errors that pass the Barlow criterion [40]. The Coulomb-only correlation172

function is compared to the data in k⇤ 2 [0,200] MeV/c and the obtained ns values range from 3.9 to173

4.7 . For the Coulomb + strong interaction ns values range from 1.8 to 2.8 . The deviation from the174

Coulomb prediction shows that the attractive strong potential of p–X� can be claimed as observed.175

In order to evaluate the consequences of this new observation for the EoS of NS, the X� single particle176

potential in pure neutron matter (PNM) at saturation density can be considered. First estimations from177

HAL-QCD result in a slight repulsion for X� in PNM of around 6 MeV [16]. Since current models [41]178

include a much wider range 2 [�40,40] MeV for the latter, the validated Lattice predictions impose a179

much more stringent constraint with consequences for the EoS containing hyperons. The slight repulsion180

that the X� single particle potential acquires in PNM translates into larger critical densities for the ap-181

pearance of X� within neutron-rich matter and in stiffer EoS. The upcoming LHC data sets will provide182

as well the opportunity to study also baryon-antibaryon combinations as antiproton-X� correlations.183

In summary, this letter presents the first measurement of the p–X� correlation function in p–Pb collisions184

at
p

sNN = 5.02 TeV. A fit of the p–p correlation function with a model including a quantitative treatment185

of residual correlations yields a radius of the particle emitting source of r0 = 1.427±0.007(stat.)+0.001
�0.014 (syst.) fm .186

The p–X� correlation is compared to Coulomb and Coulomb + strong interaction assumptions and a devi-187

ation between 3.8 and 4.6 ns to the Coulomb only correlation is measured. This means that an attractive188

p–X� strong interaction is observed. The lattice potential provided by the HAL-QCD Collaboration for189

the p–X� interaction is found to be consistent with our measurements. This measurement constrains190
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Ω-p Correlation
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Ω– p 

AC 

2610

2430

BC 2507

: N dibaryon

Ω : sss, Jπ=3/2+, M=1672 MeV

Is there an ΩN bound state (S= –3 dibaryon) ?

Predicted as a dibaryon candidate
Goldman+ (‘87), Oka ('88), Gal ('16)

Lattice QCD predicts a bound state
with narrow width for J=2 (5S

2
)

(Coupling to octet-octet with L=2)
Etminan+ (HAL QCD)('14), 
Iritani+ (HAL QCD) (‘19)

Meson exchange potential is also
proposed
T. Sekihara, Y. Kamiya, T. Hyodo,
PRC98 (‘18) 015205 

Correlation function is measurable !
Adam+ (STAR)(‘19), ALICE, in prep.

(Ω–p)
J=2

 

• Preceding work by STAR Collaboration (arXiv:1808.02511 [hep-ex])
• Two theoretical calculations: HAL-QCD  (PLB 792 (2019) 284) & meson exchange 

(by Sekihara; PRC 98, 015205 (2018) )

• Ω-p is more attractive than X-p: HAL-QCD predicts that 5S2 is a bound state
– Coupling between Ω-p (S-state) and SX, LX (D-state) may not be big à small decay width

à Why not try to make a direct measurement!
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Investigation of the p–S0 interaction via femtoscopy ALICE Collaboration
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Figure 3: Measured correlation function of p–S0 � p–S0. Statistical (bars) and systematic uncertainties (boxes) are
shown separately. The gray band denotes the p–(Lg) baseline. The data are compared with different theoretical
models. The corresponding correlation functions are computed using CATS [43] for cEFT [17], NSC97f [23]
and ESC16 [20], and using the Lednický–Lyuboshits approach [46, 47] for fss2 [21]. The width of the bands
corresponds to one standard deviation of the systematic uncertainty of the fit. The correlated uncertainty due to the
modeling of the p–(Lg) baseline is shown separately as the hatched area at the bottom of the figure.

eters extracted from the fss2 model. For the case of ESC16, NSC97f and cEFT, the wave function of the
p–S0 system, including the couplings, is used as an input to CATS to compute the correlation function.
The degree of consistency of the data with the discussed models is expressed by the number of standard
deviations ns , computed in the range k⇤ < 150 MeV/c from the p-value of the theoretical curves. The
range of ns shown in Table 2 is computed as one standard deviation of the corresponding distribution.
The data are within (0.2�0.8)s consistent with the p–(Lg) baseline, indicating the presence of an overall
shallow strong potential in the p–S0 channel. The main source of uncertainty of the modeling of the cor-
relation function is the parametrization of the p–(Lg) baseline due the sizeable statistical uncertainties
of the latter.

All employed models for the N–S interaction potential succeed in reproducing the scattering data in
the S = �1 sector [7]. Due to the available experimental constraints, the overall description of the
p–L interaction yields a consistent description. On the other hand, the corresponding p–S0 correlation
functions differ significantly among each other. This demonstrates that femtoscopic measurements can
discriminate and constrain models, and therefore represent a unique probe to study the N–S interaction.
Both fss2 and cEFT exhibit an overall repulsion in N–S at intermediate k⇤, which mainly occurs in the
spin singlet S = 0, I = 1/2 and spin triplet S = 1, I = 3/2 components [17, 21]. In the low momentum
region, below roughly 50 MeV/c, both models yield attraction, which is reflected in the profile of the
correlation function. The Nijmegen models, on the other hand, are characterized by a rather constant
attraction over the whole range of k⇤. In particular at low relative momenta, however, the behavior of
the two models deviates significantly. The shape of the correlation function of the most recent Nijmegen
model, ESC16, differs significantly from that of the other calculations. This is mainly due to the fact
that the occurrence of bound states in the strangeness sector (S = �1,�2,�3) is not allowed in the
model [20]. This leads to a repulsive core in all the N–S channels, which can well be observed in Fig. 3
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Figure 1: Invariant mass distribution of the Lg and Lg candidates, in two pT intervals of 1.5� 2.0 GeV/c and
6.5�7.0 GeV/c. The signal is described by a single Gaussian, and the background by a polynomial of third order.
The number of S0 candidates is evaluated within MS0(pT)±3 MeV/c2. Only statistical uncertainties are shown.

candidates stem from the right bunch crossing. In case a daughter track is used to construct two g , L,
and L candidates, or a combination thereof, the one with the smaller CPA is removed from the sample.
To suppress combinatorial background, only S0 candidates with pT > 1 GeV/c are used.

The resulting invariant mass spectrum is shown in Fig. 1 for two pT intervals. In order to obtain the
raw yield, the signal is fitted with a single Gaussian, and the background with a third-order polynomial.
Due to the deteriorating momentum resolution for low pT tracks, the mean value of the Gaussian MS0

exhibits a slight pT dependence, which is well reproduced in MC simulations. The S0 (S0) candidates for
femtoscopy are selected as MS0(pT)± 3 MeV/c2. The width of the interval is chosen as a compromise
between the candidate counts and purity. In total, about 115⇥103 (110⇥103) S0 (S0) candidates are
found at a purity of about 34.6%. Due to the enhanced combinatorial background at low pT, the purity
increases from about 20% at the lower pT threshold to its saturation value of about 60% above 5 GeV/c.
Only one candidate per event is used, and is randomly selected in the very rare case in which more
than one is available. In less than one per mille of the cases when the track of a primary proton is also
employed as the daughter track of the g or the L, the corresponding S0 candidate is rejected. Since only
strongly decaying resonances feed to the S0 [6], all candidates are considered to be primary particles.

3 Analysis of the correlation function

The experimental definition of the two-particle correlation function, for both p–p and p–S0 pairs, is given
by [41],

C(k⇤) = N ⇥ Nsame(k⇤)
Nmixed(k⇤)

k⇤!•���! 1, (1)

with the same (Nsame) and mixed (Nmixed) event distributions of k⇤ and a normalization constant N .
The relative momentum of the pair k⇤ is defined as k⇤ = 1

2 ⇥ |p⇤
1 � p⇤

2|, where p⇤
1 and p⇤

2 are the mo-
menta of the two particles in the pair rest frame, denoted by the ⇤. The normalization is evaluated in
k⇤ 2 [240,340]MeV/c for p–p and in k⇤ 2 [250,400]MeV/c for p–S0 pairs, where effects of final state
interactions are absent and hence the correlation function approaches unity.

The trajectories of the p–p and p–p pairs at low k⇤ are almost collinear, and might therefore be affected by
detector effects like track splitting and merging [42]. Accordingly, the reconstruction efficiency for pairs
in the same and mixed event might differ. To this end, a close-pair rejection criterion is employed re-
moving p–p and p–p pairs fulfilling

p
Dh2 +Dj⇤2 < 0.01, where the azimuthal coordinate j⇤ considers

5

g: measured via external conversion

arXiv:1910.14407

• Σ0p interaction in high-multiplicity pp collisions at √s = 13 TeV
• Σ0p correlation function is consistent with the (Lg)p baseline ((0.2−0.8)σ) à

indicating the presence of an overall shallow potential 
• Present data cannot discriminate between the different models
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V2 and RAA of D mesons
• Both RAA and v2 at low pT can be fairly well described by the models 

which employs elastic collisions in expanding hydrodynamic medium; 
BAMPS elastic, MC@sHQ+EPOS2, TAMU and POWLANG HTL

2020/02/14 "Possible Studies with Heavy Ion Collisions"
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•Both RAA and v2 can be fairly described by models at low pT (BAMPS elastic, MC@sHQ+EPOS2, 
TAMU and POWLANG HTL) via elastic collisions in expanding hydrodynamic medium

Non-strange D-meson v2

Poster by Stefano Trogolo

TAMU:PLB 733,445-450 (2014)     
PHSD: PRC 92, 014910(2015)       
POWLANG: EPJC 75,121(2015)   
MC@sHQ+EPOS:PRC 89, 014905

   LIDO: PRC 99, 064901(2018) 
   BAMPS: JPG 42, 115106(2015)  
   DAB MOD: PRC 96, 064903(2016)
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RAA and v2 of J/y
• At low pT: Large yield at mid-rapidity 

due to quark coalescence
• At high pT: RAA gets smaller and 

rapidity dependence is smaller

• Large J/ψ v2 in wide pT range
• J/ψ inherits elliptic flow of charm 

quarks
• Additional mechanisms may work for 

pT > 4 GeV/c? 

2020/02/14 "Possible Studies with Heavy Ion Collisions"
Quark Matter, Wuhan, 04-09 Nov 2019 Michael Weber (SMI)

Quarkonia 

53

Small systems: J. Ghosh, 5 Nov 2019, 10:00

Pb-Pb: X. Bai, 5 Nov 2019, 14:20

Quarkonia  R
AA

● Clear rapidity dependence of J/ψ R
AA

 at low p
T
 

○ Consistent with regeneration models

New
R

AA
 vs. p

T

J/ψ→e+e- 

J/ψ→μ+μ- 

Charm

Quark Matter, Wuhan, 04-09 Nov 2019 Michael Weber (SMI)

Quarkonia 
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Quarkonia  R
AA

● Clear rapidity dependence of J/ψ R
AA

 at low p
T
 

○ Consistent with regeneration models

Quarkonia v
2

● Large J/ψ v
2
 in large p

T
 range

○ Regeneration: J/ψ inherits elliptic flow of 

charm quarks)

○ Additional mechanisms at work? 

New
v

2
 vs. p

T

X. Bai, 5 Nov 2019, 14:20

J/ψ→μ+μ- 

Charm
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Bottomonium

• RAA as a function of <Npart> 
in Pb+Pb collisions • v2 of U(1S) in 

Pb+Pb ~zero

2020/02/14 "Possible Studies with Heavy Ion Collisions"
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Upsilon suppression 

 Expected ordering observed: Y(1S) > Y(2S) > Y(2S+3S)

 Larger suppression in central collisions

 No significant pT and rapidity dependence

Songkyo Lee,

Tue 2:00

(HF 2)

ATLAS-CONF-2019-054

Quark Matter, Wuhan, 04-09 Nov 2019 Michael Weber (SMI)

Quarkonia 
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X. Bai, 5 Nov 2019, 14:20

 

 

● First measurement of Y (bottomonium) flow 

○ v
2
 ~ 0

Y 

ALICE, arXiv:1907.03169 [nucl-ex]

v
2
 vs. p

T

Quarkonia  R
AA

● Clear rapidity dependence of J/ψ R
AA

 at low p
T
 

○ Consistent with regeneration models

Quarkonia v
2

● Large J/ψ v
2
 in large p

T
 range

○ Regeneration: J/ψ inherits elliptic flow of 

charm quarks)

○ Additional mechanisms at work? 

Bottom

→ Not yet sensitive to distinguish models→ Run 3-4



Dead Cone Effect
• A universal property of all 

radiations: Suppression of 
emissions from a radiator (quark) 
within θ < mq/Eq
– Gluons radiated with a small kT are 

suppressed
• Jet reclustering techniques allow 

for an accurate reconstruction of 
splitting kinematics

• Splitting initiated by charm 
quarks (via the D0) is suppressed 
at small angles compared to 
inclusive jets

2020/02/14 "Possible Studies with Heavy Ion Collisions"

Model Comparisons

Nima Zardoshti - Quark Matter 2019 Wuhan

Ø Reconstructed level PYTHIA simulations with the same admixture of prompt and non-prompt jets as in data are obtained
Ø Ratios to inclusive distributions are compared
Ø Good agreement with data 19
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Model Comparisons

Nima Zardoshti - Quark Matter 2019 Wuhan

Ø Reconstructed level PYTHIA simulations with the same admixture of prompt and non-prompt jets as in data are obtained
Ø Ratios to inclusive distributions are compared
Ø Good agreement with data 19
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Jing Wang (MIT), LBNL HF/MVTX Workshop (Berkeley)Jing Wang (MIT), Open HF: Experiments, QM 2019 (Wuhan) 15

One source of flavor hierarchy: Dead cone effect

• Dead cone effect
➡Radiation (for both vacuum and medium induced) 

is suppressed inside θ < m/E

• D-tagged jets have lower splitting at small angle
• First direct observation of dead cone effect!
• Lower-energy radiator has stronger effect

Large parton mass Small parton mass

m/E
m/E

Large θ Small θ

D0-tagged jets / Inclusive jets

pp

New
28



Quark Matter, Wuhan, 04-09 Nov 2019 Michael Weber (SMI)

Angular momentum and magnetic field

25

S. Tang, 5 Nov 2019, 16:40

D meson ∆v
1
 vs. η 

ALICE, arXiv:1910.14406 [nucl-ex]

Final

● Strong magnetic field B

● Charge-dependent flow v
1
 of heavy- and 

light quark particles
– sensitive to early / late times  

● Effect for D mesons about three orders of 

magnitude larger than that of charged 

hadrons

 
→ Significance ~2.5 σ; to be confirmed with 
higher statistics data in future (Run 3-4) 

Strong EM Field at Initial Stage
• Strong magnetic field 

(~1018 G) is generated in 
non-central heavy-ion 
collisions

• Heavy quarks are suited 
to detect the EM effect at 
initial stage

• dΔv1/dη slope: positive 
(LHC-ALICE) vs. negative 
(RHIC-STAR)?

2020/02/14 "Possible Studies with Heavy Ion Collisions"

Siyu Tang05/11/2019 QM 2019 !13

D-meson v1

c quarks
Phys.Lett. B768 (2017) 260-264 •Charm quarks are produced when the intensity of 

magnetic field is maximum  
—— powerful probe to quantify the initial magnetic 
field directly

Quark Matter, Wuhan, 04-09 Nov 2019 Michael Weber (SMI)

Angular momentum and magnetic field

25

S. Tang, 5 Nov 2019, 16:40

D meson ∆v
1
 vs. η 

ALICE, arXiv:1910.14406 [nucl-ex]

Final

● Strong magnetic field B

● Charge-dependent flow v
1
 of heavy- and 

light quark particles
– sensitive to early / late times  

● Effect for D mesons about three orders of 

magnitude larger than that of charged 

hadrons

 
→ Significance ~2.5 σ; to be confirmed with 
higher statistics data in future (Run 3-4) 

ALICE STAR
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Lc/D Ratio in pp and Pb-Pb 
Collisions

• Sensitive to quark-quark correlation in baryons (and 
in QGP?)

• Large enhancement in pp and Pb-Pb collisions 
compared to those in ee and ep collisions
– We need higher statistics for Pb+Pb collisions

• Multiplicity dependence in pp collisions is compared 
with Pythia
– Default Pythia provides the ratio similar to ee and ep data
– Pythia with color reconnection describe the data (ratio) well, 

while cross sections are not reproduced 

2020/02/14 "Possible Studies with Heavy Ion Collisions"

Quark Matter, Wuhan, 04-09 Nov 2019 Michael Weber (SMI)

Heavy quark hadronisation

40

Λ
c
/D ratio

● Sensitive to hadronisation mechanism

○ Recombination → enhancement

○ Already an enhancement in small systems  

G. Innocenti, 5 Nov 2019, 11:00

New since last QM

Pb-Pb

Λ
c
/D ratio

ee,ep  
colliders

pp

Quark Matter, Wuhan, 04-09 Nov 2019 Michael Weber (SMI)

Heavy quark hadronisation

42

G. Innocenti, 5 Nov 2019, 11:00

ee,ep  
colliders

NewΛ
c
/D ratio

● Sensitive to hadronisation mechanism

○ Recombination → enhancement

○ Already an enhancement in small systems

● Multiplicity dependence in pp collisions

○ Enhancement over default Pythia 

○ Color reconnection models describe data

(but cross section not reproduced) 

pp

Λ
c
/D ratio
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Exotic 𝒄V𝒄 States XYZ
• 20+ new states containing 𝒄𝒄 ̅ have been 

discovered since 2003, which do not fit in the 
picture of normal charmonium

2020/02/14 "Possible Studies with Heavy Ion Collisions"

Compact 
tetraquark/pentaquark

u 𝒄
W𝒖W𝒄

Diquark-diquark
PRD 71, 014028 (2005)
PLB 662 424 (2008)

Hadronic Molecules

𝒄W𝒖

uW𝒄

𝜋
D0

PLB 590 209 (2004)
PRD 77 014029 (2008)
PRD 100 0115029(R) (2019)

u
𝒄

W𝒖
W𝒄

Hadrocharmonium/
adjoint charmonium
PLB 666 344 (2008)
PLB 671 82 (2009)

Mixtures of exotic + conventional states
PLB 578 365 (2004)
PRD 96 074014 (2017)

31

Yen-Jie Lee (MIT)

Invariant Mass Spectra in PbPb Collisions at 5 TeV

7Observation of X(3872) in PbPb collisions

ȥ(2S)
X(3872)

� First evidence of inclusive X(3872)
production in heavy ion collisions!

(statistical significance > 3 σ)

� A clear ψ(2S) signal to the same 
final state is also observed

� To gain more insights: quantify the 
prompt X(3872) to ȥ(2S) ratio

CMS-PAS-HIN-19-005
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Puzzling X(3872)/𝝍(𝟐𝑺) in PbPb
• In pp: Increasing suppression of 𝑿(𝟑𝟖𝟕𝟐)/𝝍(𝟐𝑺)  with increase of event activity
• In PbPb: the ratio ~ 1

– RAA(𝝍(𝟐𝑺)) ~ 0.1 - 0.15  à RAA(X3872) ~ 1 – 1.5 (= not suppressed or even enhanced)
– Please note that in pT > 10 GeV/c quark or hadron coalescence is NOT likely a dominant process

2020/02/14 "Possible Studies with Heavy Ion Collisions"
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Yen-Jie Lee (MIT)

Ratio of X(3872) to ȥ(2S) Yields in pp and PbPb

13Observation of X(3872) in PbPb collisions

Indication of R enhancement in PbPb 
collisions with respect to pp at 7 and 8 TeV

In PbPb collisions:

CMS-PAS-HIN-19-005
Yen-Jie Lee (MIT)

Charmonia Nuclear Modification Factors in PbPb

21Observation of X(3872) in PbPb collisions



THERMAL PHOTON AND DILEPTON

2020/02/14 "Possible Studies with Heavy Ion Collisions"
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Soft Direct Photon
• Large yields at low pT

– Suggesting emission at early stage 
• Large flow

– Suggesting emission at late stage

• Consensus
– At RHIC & LHC energies, most photons are emitted from 

fireball regions with T ≈ Tc

– large pT slope = Blue-shifted due to radial flow: Teff = T .S`
.-`

• Quantitatively, still not very successful to 
reproduce both 

2020/02/14 "Possible Studies with Heavy Ion Collisions"

Direct Photon Puzzle
• Large yields

• suggestive of large T 
• early stage

• Large flow
• collective flow needs to build up
• late stage

• Challenge to theoretically reconcile

• STAR: no large yields
• ALICE: large uncertainties in Pb+Pb

∴ puzzle is not significant at √sNN=2.76TeV
ØImproved quality by ALICE on η/π0

Mike Sas, talk #247
Øπ0 down to pT=0.4GeV/c
Øη down to pT=0.8GeV/c

vNew data from PHENIX …

QM2019 - Wuhan 9

PHENIX, PRC  94 (2016) 064901

STAR, PLB 770 (2017) 451

ALICE, PLB 789 (2019) 308

ALICE, PLB 754 (2016) 23

34
Photons as a thermometer?

E↵ective temperature:

I below 2� 3 GeV, photon spectra are
approximately exponential

I inverse slope parameter Te↵:
dN

dy pT dpT
/ e�pT /Te↵

Relation to true temperature:

I blue-shifted due to radial flow: Te↵ = T
q

1+v
1�v

I spectrum represents a convolution of the rates with
the space-time evolution (viscous corrections!)

I at RHIC & LHC energies most photons are emitted
from fireball regions with T ⇡ Tc!

[M. Wilde (ALICE), Nucl.Phys. A904-905, 573c-576c (2013)]
[C. Shen, U.W. Heinz, J.-F. Paquet, C. Gale, Phys.Rev. C89, 044910 (2014)]
[H. van Hees, C. Gale, R. Rapp, Phys.Rev. C84, 054906 (2011)]
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Scaling of Direct Photon Yield
• Scaling with dNch/dh

aHb
ac ∝ aHde

af

g
with a = 1.25

• Irrelevant to the colliding system and 
colliding energies

• Yields by STAR are significantly lower, 
although the scaling behavior is similar

• Scaling behavior extended to small 
system?

2020/02/14 "Possible Studies with Heavy Ion Collisions"

Direct Photon Yields and Scaling

• Clear enhancement below 3 GeV/c2 in central

• persists in semi-peripheral

• At high pT consistent with Ncoll-scaled p+p result

• Consistent with observed scaling behavior

QM2019 - Wuhan 11

Wenqing Fan, talk #623

• STAR data appears to show similar scaling

• but at lower rates 

Ø Look into including BES-2 data from STAR?

35



Thermal photons in small systems
• Preliminary result by PHENIX
• Enhancement of low pT photons in 

central p+Au, although with very low 
statistics

• Consistent with expected thermal 
photon production (Chun Shen et al.; PRC 95 
014906 (2017))

• Hope
– High statistics
– LHC

2020/02/14 "Possible Studies with Heavy Ion Collisions"
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Revival of Soft Dielectrons?
• Historical soft dielectrons: Reported first by the Axial 

Field Spectrometer collaboration at ISR in p+p@63GeV

• ALICE: Low magnetic field run in 13TeV p+p
• Enhancement in the limited mass and pT region

– 0.14 GeV/c2 < m < 0.60 GeV/c2 with pT < 0.40 GeV/c

• So far, no explanation for this enhancement

2020/02/14 "Possible Studies with Heavy Ion Collisions"

ALICE: soft dielectrons in 13TeV p+p
First reported by the Axial Field Spectrometer collaboration
at ISR in p+p@63GeV
ALICE:
• low B-field p+p data (2018)

Ølow-pT reach to 75MeV/c for electrons
• new parametrization of η meson

Øreduces large uncertainty in cocktail

QM2019 - Wuhan 17

Øconsistently over cocktail in η-mass range and pT,ee<0.4GeV/c
• consistent with cocktail for

• low pT π0

• higher pT η

• linear scaling with multiplicity (?)

Sebastian Scheid, talk #191

ALICE: soft dielectrons in 13TeV p+p
First reported by the Axial Field Spectrometer collaboration
at ISR in p+p@63GeV
ALICE:
• low B-field p+p data (2018)

Ølow-pT reach to 75MeV/c for electrons
• new parametrization of η meson

Øreduces large uncertainty in cocktail

QM2019 - Wuhan 17

Øconsistently over cocktail in η-mass range and pT,ee<0.4GeV/c
• consistent with cocktail for

• low pT π0

• higher pT η

• linear scaling with multiplicity (?)

Sebastian Scheid, talk #191
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Chiral Mixing
• It is important to measure vector and axial 

vector partner at the same time
• Difficult to measure axial vector partner à

mixing: Axial-vector mesons can show up 
in vector spectrum in a medium!

<VV> ← chiral mixing → <AA> 

• C. Sasaki’s bet: Baryon dense matter is a 
better place for this study

• Mixing of f meson and f1(1420) 

2020/02/14 "Possible Studies with Heavy Ion Collisions"

My fingers crossed, 
HIAF/FAIR/J-PARC/NICA/RHIC-BES!

Hot dilute matter Cold dense matterAdding width broadening

38



r - a1 mixing; Temperature Dependence 

• Vector SF & ansatz for a1 mass and width 
• Reduction of a1 mass, width broadening 
• Role of higher-lying states: ρ’, a1’, ... 

2020/02/14 "Possible Studies with Heavy Ion Collisions"

From low T to high T

�Weinberg SRs [Weinberg (‘67); Kapusta, Shuryak (‘94)]

�Vector SF & ansatz for a1 mass and width
9Reduction of a1 mass, width broadening
9Role of higher-lying states: ρ’, a1’, …

[Hohler, Rapp (’14,’16)]

[Hohler, Rapp (’14,’16)] 
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SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

40
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Outlook
Dibaryons: 
• Good chance to discover LL and Wp, hopefully from the available dataset
• Even if not found, we will have much higher statistics in the coming RUN 3
• Reach WW, which is predicted to be a bound state by HAL-QCD.
Heavy Flavor (charm & bottom)
• Heavy baryon yield and Baryon/Meson ratio -- di-quark condensation
• Two particle correlations; D-D、 Lc-D、 Lc-N,,,
• XYZ, … 
Thermal Photons and Lepton Pairs
• Understanding yield and azimuthal asymmetry of direct photon
• Chiral mixing using lepton pair measurements 

2020/02/14 "Possible Studies with Heavy Ion Collisions"
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